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For over thousands of years, our species
has inhabited this planet. However, it is
only in the recent millennia , that we
declared ownership over pieces of this
planet, that were never really ours to
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begin with. Through this self-proclaimed
ownership, we invented boundaries, to
protect what was ours, and when these
boundaries were threatened, we took to
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war. Only now, do we realise the
pernicious influence we have had on this
planet, and on each other.
At its closest, the eminently contradicting
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ideologies of democracy and autocracy
are separated by a 12 inch concrete slab
- the corollary of a historic East Asian
war. Not long ago, laissez-faire and
socialism built a 3.6 metre wall,
quarantining the East from the West . A
few hundred years ago, the perilous
oceans deterred people from visiting
lands they had never been to; today
these oceans have been replaced by
immigration laws. Today our ships have
the technological capability to surpass
physical barriers, but what use is that if
our minds cannot do the same for
invisible ones, created by us. The past
century has witnessed engineering
marvels, that have shortened our
physical distances, however, in 1945,
the world witnessed its first diplomatic
one.
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It is no hyperbole to say that the world we

while current committees demand the

live in is plagued by conflict. From religious

use of your foresight, to ensure a more

fundamentalism to nuclear proliferation,

tolerable tomorrow for our children.

the consequences of such egocentric
decisions being taken by man, to achieve

This being my fifth and last CMUN, I am

supremacy, are indeed calamitous. To

honoured to be working with a

blame a handful of Machiavellians though,

remarkably experienced and competent

for this prevailing chaos is rather

secretariat that will ensure that your

convenient. This chaos, created by
humanity, must be quelled by it too.

experience will be exhilarating. If you
have any queries, please do not hesitate

The United Nations, since its inception,

to contact us at cathedralmun@cajcs.in.

has been a representation of mankind’s

I look forward to seeing a stimulating and

real potential. Although having existed for

dynamic conference this August.

just over 70 years, the progress it has
made in mitigating the chaos that exists in

Yours truly,

the form of terrorism, poverty, gender

Tansa Shah,

inequality, civil uprisings, rebellions and

Secretary General,

warfare is exceptional. The United

Cathedral Model United Nations 2017.

Nations, through its works, has been
invalidating the selfish nature of humanity,
while showcasing its altruistic potential.
Therefore, taking on the responsibility of
simulating this organisation, is no mean
task.
The youth is brimming with ideas and
solutions that have the capability to
alleviate the seemingly insurmountable
issues that threaten our existence. CMUN
will give you the platform to voice these
ideas and opinions. Through the historical
committees, you can reorient the policies
that have shaped our present,
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Dear Delegates,

giving them the opportunity to manipulate
the information flow in the society. This

It is with great pleasure that I invite you to

play pans out only as long as we as a

join us in Mumbai for the 21st session of

society are ignorant and oblivious. It is our

Cathedral Model United Nations! Each year

responsibility as the educated lot of our

at this time, we come together – not to

nation to widen our own horizons.

preserve the status quo, but to drive our
world forward. In 1996, the world was a

Reading about global developments isn’t

different place, and our school undertook its

uncommon; but now, you will engage with

mission of giving youngsters a platform to

them, analyse every aspect of them, and

voice their views- and more importantly, laid

turn them on their head. You will argue

down a template for the generations to

sides you do not personally agree with,

come.

and debate with your fellow delegates to
come up with solutions that benefit

History gives us several examples of

everyone. It is, after all, the diplomatic spirit

societies that were ruled and manipulated

that encapsulates the true essence of any

by a small and intrinsic group of people.

MUN.

Today, many believe that we live in an open
and free society; some believe that our

As delegates at CMUN this year, some of

difficulties stem from the inherent greed and

you will be dealing with constant crises and

corruption of our race . If we could lift our

macro-level world affairs, while some of

veils of ignorance, it would become

you will have the chance to tackle some of

apparent that most of our world views are

the world’s most pressing issues in the

rooted in lies.

social and humanitarian spheres. This year
we have three specialised agencies- the

There are two ways to view the nature of

Berlin Conference, the Supreme Command

our modern world, either exoteric or

of Allied powers and the CMUN mainstay,

esoteric. Many are unable to discern the

the Historic Security Council - all

truth from its distortion, and more often than

deliberating the most unorthodox,

not, the esoteric world view is obscured. In

unprecedented topics in the MUN circuit.

order to uphold a false exoteric view, some

Our regional bodies this year include the

have gained control over a vast centralised

age-old Roman Senate (49 BC) and the

network of mass media and education
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COMET, the scientific leg of CMUN. General

Model UN (much like the real United Nations)

assemblies this year include the SOCHUM,

has the potential to devolve into petty

and the re-introduced legal committee - both

disagreements and wars of words, but it also

expecting some very real solutions to

has the promise of effecting legitimate change

modern day crises. Finally, we have the

for the people of the world who need it most.

Press Corps - again, a CMUN tradition.

The direction that your committees take is

Simulating actual debate this year, the Press

entirely in your hands, but I certainly hope that

Corps will continue to aim to be something

we achieve more of the latter than the former.

no aspiring journalist has ever experienced.
As always, if you have any questions before
The CMUN staff this year consists of a group

the conference, please do not hesitate to

of directors who have dedicated much of the

reach out to me at

past year to researching, writing background

depsecgen.cmun@gmail.com or to your

guides, and developing their committees,

committee director.

and I know that I speak for all of us when I
say how incredibly excited we are to meet

Vedant Nevatia,

you in August. I encourage all of you to

Director, SCAP, 1945,

make the most of this conference, research

Deputy Secretary-General,

and prepare well before and maximise your

Cathedral Model United Nations 2017.

working potential in the three days of the
conference. That being said, I sincerely hope
that most of you agree with me when I say
that the character-building exposure you get
by participating in these conferences is far
more important than the petty title of “author”
on a resolution.
This CMUN will be my fourth - and my
second as a member of the Secretariat. I
fondly remember my times as a delegate as
some of the most exhilarating, memorable
moments in my school life. Ultimately, it is
my hope that you walk away from CMUN
2017 more aware of the world around you.
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CMUN SECRETARIAT:
Secretary General
Tansa Shah

Berlin Conference
Director – Akshaan Parikh
Moderator – Chaitanya Mehra
Assistant Director 1 – Neharika Salhotra

Deputy Secretary General
Vedant Nevatia

Charge d' Affaires

Assistant Director 2 - Daryush Kapadia

Supreme Command of Allied Powers,
1945, Japan
Director – Vedant Nevatia

Tara Bhambani

Moderator – Jeh Mory

Ishita Ahuja

Assistant Director 1 – Isha Bhatnagar
Assistant Director 2 - Rhea Dabriwala

Heads of Logistics
Rachita Shah

Committee on the Organisation and
Management of Extra-Terrestrial Affairs

Amaya Chinai

Director – Shreyas Raman

Manav Mehta

Moderator – Raghav Singh
Assistant Director 1 – Rishi Kothari

Heads of Information Technology

Assistant Director 2 - Rehan Bhat

Aahil Awatramani
Raghav Singh

Roman Senate, 49 BC
Director – Krish Munim
Moderator – Varun Kapadia
Assistant Director 1 – Yaashree Himatsingka
Assistant Director 2 - Vikram Dugar

Historic Security Council

Emergency Session of the Indian
Parliament

Director – Yash Sinha

Director – Samir Agarwala

Moderator – Kashyap Khaitan

Moderator – Arya Subramanyum

Assistant Director 1 – Karan Samat

Assistant Director 1 – Aman Saraf

Assistant Director 2 - Abhilasha Bhasin

Assistant Director 2 - Ruhaan Shah
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The Social, Cultural and Humanitarian
Committee (SOCHUM)
Director – Ana Rath
Moderator – Madhur Chaturvedi
Assistant Director 1 – Sanjana Sheth
Assistant Director 2 - Viir Khubchandani

The Legal Committee
Director – Unnati Patel
Moderator – Kevin Thakkar
Assistant Director 1 – Aarushi Seth
Assistant Director 2 - Rajdeep Mehta

Press Corps
Director – Kareena Joshipura
Moderator – Diya Correa
Assistant Director 1 – Simran Shankardass
Assistant Director 2 - Siddhant Sanghi
and Saira Shankardass
NOTE: ALL EMAIL IDs FOR COMMITTEES ARE GIVEN ON PAGE 11
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What is a MUN?
The concept of Model United Nations (MUN) is to have students of all ages actively
participate in a simulated version of the United Nations. The basic focus is for students to
research political positions of nations and global areas of conflict to gain a better
understanding of the world through it. It ultimately aims to develop the art of peaceful
negotiation among potential national and international leaders. MUN is a forum where
students act as representatives of their appointed country and are pioneers of their
country's stand. It gives the students an opportunity to showcase their unique talents,
which include the gift of the gab, having a quick wit, being able to formulate plans of action
under pressure, to being able to come to a workable compromise. In conclusion a MUN
conference promises to be one of the most interesting, educational and memorable
experiences of your life.
What is CMUN?
The Cathedral Model United Nations is an annual MUN hosted by the students of the
Cathedral & John Connon School, Mumbai. CMUN was the first ever MUN in India and
CMUN 2016 will be its twentieth installment. CMUN is a high school conference that has
attracted delegates from across India and abroad over the years. Over a period of three
days, students assume the roles of delegates representing various countries, forming
committees and debating diverse topics of global importance. Apart from gaining
confidence to articulate on global issues, students also familiarize themselves with the
nuances of world politics.
From a relatively small start in 1996 ‐ the first CMUN had only one committee (Asia & Pacific
Council) ‐ it has grown into a larger event with over 500 delegates attending. CMUN 2007
was groundbreaking as it was the first to have delegates from outside Mumbai. CMUN 2010
was the first to move out of the Cathedral School while CMUN 2016 hopes to be the
conferences largest and most engaging installment yet.
Age Category
th

th

th

To attend CMUN as a delegate, you must be enrolled in the 8 , 9 , 10

th

11

th

or 12

standard of the current academic year.
Badges / ID Cards
Badges will be handed out during the Conference Registration as per the Conference
Schedule. These must be worn at all times. Students from In‐ Mumbai schools who are not
accompanied by a faculty advisor will be required to carry valid school ID during
registration.
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Venue
The conference will be held on the premises of the Trident Hotel, Nariman Point.
Registration
For Mumbai schools, this will be held before the conference, the date and time are as
provided on the schedule. For outside Mumbai schools, this will be done at their
respective hotels
Transport
Transport for schools staying at the CCI, The Astoria and YWCA to the Trident will be
provided by the school.
Food & Beverages
Food and Beverages will be served on all days of the conference. There are water coolers
in all committees as well. Buffet lunch will be served at the Trident. Tea and snacks will
also be served.
Restrictions
The following items are not allowed to be carried into or consumed in the Trident Hotel
premises:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Any tobacco products
Alcohol
Drugs
Weapons ‐ All acts of theft or vandalism will be immediately reported to the police.
The Administration of Cathedral & John Connon School and the Secretariat of CMUN
reserve the right to remove any person from the premises of the Trident Hotel

Dress Code
Men are expected to wear either a suit or a blazer, a button down shirt and trousers. A
necktie is preferable as are dress shoes. Indian formal wear is permitted. Sandals, jeans
and other informal articles of clothing cannot be worn.
Women must wear formal dresses, skirts or slacks. Blouses and sweaters, if worn, must be
appropriate. Indian formal wear is permitted. Miniskirts and other such informal articles of
clothing cannot be worn. Anybody wearing revealing clothes or clothes that do not
adhere to the dress code will be asked to leave the conference immediately.
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GUIDE TO PREPARATION:
Preparing for a Model United Nations conference entails research on three levels: the
procedure and structure of the conference, the topic of the committee the delegate
belongs to, and position of the country being represented.
Procedural Research:
This Conference Handbook is a guide to the basic procedure that regulates the Model UN.
This can be divided into rules regarding speech and rules regarding writing. CMUN is a single
resolution MUN, to emphasize the need for productive and unified action. Delegates
acquainted with this style of MUN should still review the details given below as CMUN
modifies procedure slightly to create a more engaging committee dynamic.
Topic Oriented Research:
Each delegate is assigned to a certain committee and represents a certain
country/state/individual within it. Each committee has a specific topic that will be
deliberated during the course of the conference.
Delegates are given study guides, and these should be the starting point for research.
Other than published literature, academic papers and news sites on the Internet can be
valuable guide.
Reuters, and CNN are considered credible news sources but we would also suggest the
Congressional Research Service, the Social Science Research Network and the Woodrow
Wilson Centre database for scholarly papers. While Wikipedia serves as a starting point
for most people's basic country and topic research it is not counted as a credible source
and may not be quoted in committee.
Position Oriented Research:
Committee topics are typically divisive and highly debatable. Delegates, however, are not
at liberty to form and represent their own opinions. They are assigned nations, and their
statements and actions within committee must be in line with the foreign policy of the
nation they are representing. The most challenging aspect of a Model UN is adjusting to
policy. Delegates are not allowed to raise caucuses that vary vastly from their topics
though slight digressions are allowed to facilitate debate

Study Guides
The Director, Moderator and Assistant Directors of each committee prepare a document
called a study guide. The study guide outlines the scope of the topic. Delegates are
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expected to know their study guides well. Although the study guide is detailed, additional
research is a must. Study Guides will be available on our website www.cathedralmun.com .
Position Papers
Delegates have to prepare a Position Paper, which summarizes their country's stand on the
issue being discussed. Delegates can submit their position papers to their committee
Director on the committee email id. Please see the study guide or visit the website for
further details. A sample position paper is in this Handbook.
The Email IDs for each committee as are follows:
Emergency Session of the Indian Parliament - esip.cmun2017@gmail.com
Supreme Command of Allied Powers, 1945, Japan - scap.cmun2017@gmail.com
The Legal Committee - legal.cmun2017@gmail.com
Press Corps - press.cmun2017@gmail.com
Committee on the Organisation and Management of Extra-Terrestrial Affairs comet.cmun2017@gmail.com
Historic Security Council - hsc.cmun2017@gmail.com
The Social, Cultural and Humanitarian Committee (SOCHUM) sochum.cmun2017@gmail.com
Roman Senate, 49 BC - rome.cmun2017@gmail.com
Berlin Conference - berlinconference.cmun2017@gmail.com
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YOUR GUIDE TO PROCEDURE
Language
English will be the official and working language of the conference.
Statement by the Secretariat
At any time any member of the Secretariat may make an oral or written statement or
announcement to the committee regarding an update of their topic. Such an
announcement is not questionable.
General Powers of the Committee Staff
The Director will declare the opening and closing of each meeting and may propose the
adoption of any procedural motion at his or her discretion. During Debate the committee
staff have absolute control over the proceedings. The Moderator will direct the flow of
formal debate, accord the right to speak, put questions before the committee, announce
decisions, rule on points of order and ensure and enforce the observance of these rules. The
other members of committee staff may advise individual delegates or the committee on the
possible course of debate. The Committee Staff is responsible to the Secretariat at all times.
The Press Corps is free to publish any material that lies within the scope of this conference. It
is advised to refrain from the publication of offensive and derogatory material, especially if
targeted at a select group of persons. The Press enters and observes committee proceedings
on the basis that the committee has no significant objections to their presence.
Appeal
Delegates are free to appeal any decision made by the Moderator or Director. However, it
is the Director's prerogative to accept or reject any appeals. Should the appeal not be
related to immediate committee proceedings but the committee as a whole, the
delegates may appeal to the Secretary General. All appeals must be given in writing with a
200‐word explanation as to its cause. It must bear the signature of the faculty advisor or
the head delegate of the delegation represented.
Quorum
Quorum for the conference is set at one third of the members of the committee. A quorum
will be assumed to be present, unless specifically challenged and shown to be absent. A roll
call is not required. In case quorum fails, committee session will be suspended at the
discretion of the Secretary General.
On Debate
Once the agenda has been set, debate begins, and we start debate with the Speaker's List.
Now the way committee works is that a delegate must put their name on the Speaker's List
(usually, the Moderator asks people to raise their placards in the beginning, following which
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they must submit chits to the chair ensuring their name is tagged on to the end of the
Speaker's List). In the Speaker's List, each member nation gets control of the mike for a full
minute and thirty seconds (the time can be changed by motioning for the same), which is
followed by either a yield (explained in rules governing speeches) or the floor is thrown
open to two comments (from other member nations) which refers directly to the points
made in that speaker's time.
Therefore, those delegates whose names are on the Speaker's List control the debate. To
counter this, delegates may (and do) motion for a Moderated Caucuses on specific parts of
the topic area. For example, if the topic of the day were the Israel‐Palestine conflict, at some
point one could motion for a ten minute moderated caucus, with an allotted time of thirty
seconds per speaker, to discuss the passage of Christian pilgrims. In that moderated caucus,
if anyone strayed from the specific topic at hand, a Point of Order could be called as a
reprimand. Because the exchange is a rapid fire one, someone raises a point, another
person refutes it almost immediately, debate proceeds at a rate much greater than that of
the Speaker's List and within a mere ten minutes the whole committee would hear a cross
section of views on a specific topic. Committee Staff does not usually refuse delegates the
right to motion for moderated and unmoderated caucuses, but when, for example, we have
had over an hour of caucusing, they might feel that the committee is ignoring debate and
therefore refuse subsequent motions for caucusing.
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Setting the Agenda
At CMUN, the agenda is limited to the single topic area outlined in each committee's study
guide thus voting to set the agenda to the topic area is mere formality. Please note that at
CMUN, the Secretary General has the final authority on which topics may be voted on to be
introduced in committee. As soon as committee begins, a motion to set the agenda to a
topic area must be raised.

Debate
After the agenda has been determined, one continuously open Speaker's List will be
established for the purpose of general debate. The Speaker's List will be followed for all
debate on the Topic Area, except when procedural motions, amendments, or the
introduction of a resolution or amendment in the event of an international crisis suspends
the list.
Debate may be carried out through:
1. General Speaker's List
2. Special Speaker's List
3. Moderated Caucus
4. Unmoderated Caucus
General Speaker's List: The General Speaker's List is open throughout the discussion of the
topic area. Motions to open any other medium of debate will not close the General
Speaker's List, but will only overlap it. Hence, if your country is in queue to speak on it and
another medium of debate is opened, your country will remain that position once the
General Speaker's List is returned to. To get your country on the list, simply pass a note to a
logistics member. Speaker's List is ordered on a first come first serve basis provided that
their name is not already on the list. Anything within the scope of the topic area may be
discussed. The General Speaker's List may never be closed.
Special Speaker's List: The Special Speakers' List is almost like the General Speaker's List,
except that it must be motioned for. This is opened to discuss a particular topic within the
topic area, and is opened for a specific time period. While motioning to open it, the purpose
and time limit must be specified.
Speakers may only discuss the issue that the Special Speaker's List was opened to discuss.
After a delegate finishes his/her speech, he has the option of yielding. If a delegate chooses
not to yield, two 30‐second comments are in order. After a speaker finishes a substantive
speech (i.e. speech pertaining to the topic area within the restrictions of formal debate),
two thirty second comments pertaining to that speech may be made. The comments will be
made by two speakers who (usually by show of placards) display their intent to the
Moderator. It is at the Moderator's discretion that a delegate may make comments. This
applies to the General Speaker's List as well as any Special Speaker's List.

What then is a yield? When a speaker delivers a non‐controversial speech, two comments
are order, but sometimes a lackadaisical committee lets them go. If, however, the content
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of your speech needs further explanation or is highly controversial, you need to make use of
yields. At the need of your speech, inform the Moderator that you will be yielding.
You may yield:
1. To questions,
2. Your time to the chair,
3. Your time to another delegate.
If you yield to questions, two other delegates (chosen at the Moderators discretion), will, in
turn, ask you two questions (pertaining to your speech, of course) that you will have to field
in a maximum time of a minute each. If your speech is highly controversial, and you feel that
you are unable to defend it by answering questions, you may yield to the chair, in which
case the two comments that should follow are also out of order, and Speaker's List moves
on to the next speaker. If you happen to have time left within your speaking time, you may
yield that time to another member nation. The following two comments will then be out of
order and the Speaker's List will move on after your time has elapsed.

Moderated Caucus:
The purpose of a moderated caucus is to facilitate substantive debate at critical junctures
in the discussion. The approval of such a motion rests entirely in the hands of the
committee staff and is not subject to appeal. During a moderated caucus, the Director will
suspend the Speaker's List, and call on delegates to speak at his/her discretion. A
moderated caucus is also opened for a specified purpose and a specified time. In a
moderated Caucus, try to be precise and to the point. As far as possible, refrain from going
off the immediate, specific, subtopic. Please do not over‐step your time limit.

Unmoderated Caucus:
This is essentially an informal discussion amongst delegates and has no procedural rules.
Delegates generally use it to formulate working papers or resolutions. It must be motioned
for, and it also requires a purpose and a specific time. Suspension or Adjournment of
Session: When the floor is open, a delegate may move to suspend or adjourn the meeting. If
such a motion is in order, it requires a majority to pass. A motion to adjourn the meeting
shall only be in order once three‐quarters of the time allotted for the last meeting of the
committee has lapsed. Postponement or Resumption of Debate: When the floor is open, a
delegate may move to postpone debate on particular resolution or amendment currently
on the floor. The motion requires a two ‐thirds majority vote for its passage, and at CMUN is
only valid once two thirds of the allotted committee session time has elapsed.

Reconsideration:
A motion to reconsider is in order when an amendment or resolution has been adopted or
rejected and must be made by a member who voted with the majority. The Moderator will
recognize two speakers against this motion, after which it is put to immediate vote. A two‐
thirds majority of the members present and voting is required for reconsideration.
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Closure of Debate:
When the floor is open a delegate may move to close debate on a substantive or
procedural matter under discussion. When closure of debate is motioned for, the
Moderator will recognize two speakers against the motion. No speakers in favour of the
motion shall be heard. If the committee is in favour of closure, the Moderator will declare
the closure of debate, and the resolution or amendment being debated will be put to
immediate vote.

Right of Reply:
A delegate whose personal or national integrity has been affronted by that of another
delegate, within the scope of formal debate, may request the Moderator for the Right to
Reply. If approved by the Secretariat, the respective delegate will be severely
reprimanded and possibly excluded from further committee proceeding. Delegates are
requested to employ the Right of Reply with the utmost discretion.

Points:
Point of Personal Privilege ‐ Whenever a delegate experiences extreme
discomfort, which impairs him/her from partaking in the proceeding, he/she may rise to a
Point of Personal Privilege, so that the discomfort may be corrected. Such a point may
interrupt a speaker and so should be used with the utmost discretion.
Point of Order ‐ During the discussion of any matter, if a delegate feels that there is
a factual inaccuracy in the speech of another delegate, or feels that he/she has been
misquoted by another delegate, so much so that it affects the committee’s dynamic, then
he may make a Point of Order. At CMUN 2015, points of order must be written, and the
delegate making it must quote the delegate he/she feels made the error verbatim. This
note must be sent to the Chair, and if the Chair feels it is satisfactory, it will be read out in
committee. The Chair will duly note good points of order.
Points of Parliamentary Inquiry:
When the floor is open, a delegate may rise to a Point of Parliamentary Inquiry to ask the
Moderator a question regarding the rules of procedure. This however, may never
interrupt a speaker
Competence
Question of competence is limited to questioning whether the committee has appropriate
jurisdiction to discuss a substantive issue. A motion to question the competence of the
committee to discuss a substantive issue is in order only immediately after that substantive
document has been introduced. The motion requires a majority to pass and is debatable to
the extent of one speaker for and one against. Question of competence of a committee to
discuss an approved topic area is out of order.
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Question & Answer Session:
Upon the introduction a Draft Resolution/Draft Directive, the 2 authors and 2 co‐authors
of the paper can be asked to come up and answer as many questions they can, within the
time period specified by committee. The Moderator will decide which delegate may ask a
question to the authors and co‐authors. Only 1 delegate may answer a particular
question.
Precedence of Motions:
Motions at CMUN will be voted upon in order of disruptiveness, and not in order of
introduction. The following is a list of motions, in descending order of disruptiveness:
1. Motion to Open/Adjourn/Close Debate
2. Point of Personal Privilege
3. Point of Parliamentary Inquiry
4. Right to Reply
5. Introduction of a Resolution/Directive
6. Introduction of an Amendment to a Resolution/Directive
7. Introduction of a Working Paper
8. Motion to move into Formal Voting Procedure
9. Motion to open a Special Speaker’s List
10. Unmoderated Caucus
11. Extension of a Moderated Caucus
12. Introduction of a Moderated Caucus
13. Introduction of a Question & Answer Session
Working Papers
Delegates may propose working papers for committee consideration. Working Papers are
intended to aid the committee in its discussion and formulation of resolutions and need not
be written in resolution format. Working Papers require the signature of the Director to be
copied and distributed. They are concise and an abridged form of the resolution. Working
papers represent the first step in the process of resolution writing. The wonderful thing
about working papers is that unlike other formal documents in a MUN, they are absolutely
informal. They require no signatories, have no absolute format, and can be about anything
under your topic area. All they require for photocopying and distribution is the seal of
approval from your Director. Usually they are presented in the form of a one page draft, but
not necessarily so.
The only thing they have in common is that they are concise and to the point. However, just
because they are informal does not mean they ramble on for pages. We have provided a
sample working paper that has all the prominent features of a good working paper ‐ it
makes a good template to base part of a resolution on.
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Resolutions
A draft resolution may be introduced when it has the required number of signatures as well as
the signature of the committee Director. There are no official sponsors of a resolution.
Signatories actually sign to see resolution on the floor in debate, and being a signatory in no
way express support for a resolution.

Introducing Resolutions: Once a resolution has the required signatories and is also
approved by the Director of that committee, it is copied, distributed and read out to the
committee in unmoderated caucus. Any two signatories of the resolution will read out the
resolution, and this reading is restricted to the operative clauses of the resolution. The
minimum number of signatories required is 1/5th of the total strength.
Emendments: Following the reading, a moderated caucus may be held where delegates
clarify the syntax (and syntax only) of the proposed resolution. This process of emending
must take place before the vote.
Amendments: Delegates may amend any resolution that has been introduced to
committee. An amendment requires the same number of signatures of members as the
resolution as well as the signature of the Director. Amendments to amendments are out of
order, however, an amended part may be further amended. There are no official sponsors
to amendments. An approved amendment may be introduced when the floor is open. The
General Speaker's List will be suspended, and a Special Speaker's List will be established for
debate on the amendment.
1. At this point, the Moderator will take any further motions to divide the
question so that the resolution clauses can be voted upon independently. If an
objection is made to a motion to divide the question, which motion will be
debated to the extent of two speakers for and against, and will then be followed
by an immediate vote on that motion.
2. If the motion receives a simple majority required for passage, the resolution shall
be divided accordingly, and a separate vote shall be taken on each divided part to
determine whether or not it is in the final draft. Parts of the substantive proposals,
which are subsequently passed shall be recombined into the final resolution and
shall be put to a substantive vote as a whole. If all the operative parts of the
proposal are rejected, the subsequent resolution or amendment will be considered
as rejected as a whole.
Voting: Each country will have one vote. Each vote can be a "Yes", "No", "Yes with Rights",
"No with Rights", "Abstain" or "Pass". Should a member not be present and voting during a
substantive vote, that member shall have not voted (technically equivalent to "Abstain"). All
votes on substantive issues will be conducted by roll call. No outside observers may be
present during a vote, and the Director shall ensure that the room is sealed before
proceeding with the vote. Voting may be interrupted only by a point of personal Privilege.
During a Roll Call Vote, the Moderator will assume control of the committee.

1. During the first round of voting, delegates may vote for their member nations in
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alphabetical order, choosing to vote a "Yes", "No", "Yes with Rights", No with
Rights", "Abstain" or "Pass". A delegate from a member nation, which does not pass,
may request the right to explain his\ her vote.

2. A member nation that passes in the first sequence must vote during the second
sequence. The rights to explain that member nation's vote are suspended in this
second round. Member nations who requested the right to explain their votes may
do so, with a time limit set by the Director.
3. A third sequence will ensue in which members may change their votes by
expressing this desire, in writing to the Moderator.
4. After allowing a pause in committee session for those who wish to change their
votes, the Moderator will tabulate and announce the final result. Following which
the door of the hall will reopen. The Secretariat will shortly release the official
result of the vote.

On Resolution Writing:
Before it is formally introduced to the committee, a resolution is referred to as a Draft
Resolution. The Director of your committee would like all drafts to deal with ideas and
opinions presented in working papers and existing resolutions, as well as new ideas and
innovations. Remember, a final resolution has to present a well thought out, feasible
solution that will solve the crisis at hand. Your draft resolution should present the same
logical flow that will be present in the final resolution. A sample resolution is presented later
in this conference handbook. A draft resolution needs three things before it can be
introduced to the floor. First, it needs the signatures (but not approval) of at least 1/5th of
the total members to that committee. A word about signing ‐ being a signatory in no way
signifies approval for that resolution, you are not bound to vote for or against a resolution
just by being a signatory. Being a signatory merely implies that you feel that this resolution
should be introduced to formal debate. You are signing to introduce a resolution to debate ‐
no more, no less. Secondly, a resolution needs to present a logical, simple and above all
feasible solution to the situation at hand. Working papers may contain the most imaginative
and creative ideas, but in a resolution these ideas have to stand up against the real world. If
your Director, your Moderator or your Assistant Director(s) feels that the solution presented
in the resolution is unworkable, he/she will refuse to introduce it to committee. At CMUN,
we work on the principle of one final resolution, and so the draft resolution has to be
extensive enough to cover the entire topic area. Thirdly, a resolution needs authors, who
will actually be sponsors (although are not officially recognized as such), and who are willing
to amend and emend the resolution until it suits everybody else, without compromising the
meaning or original premises of the resolution. Amending a resolution is just like writing the
resolution itself. Your amendment has to be presented in resolution format, and along with
it you should submit a short note specifying which parts of the resolution you wish to
amend, and emendments as a cause of your amendment (renumbering, change of tense,
etc.) Since, at CMUN, there is only one final resolution, if a resolution passes, all others will
have failed automatically. Voting proceeds in three rounds ‐ in the first of which you can ask
for voting rights ‐ which implies that between the second and third rounds you may express
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your reasons for changing your vote. If you choose to change your vote in the second round,
your rights are null and void. The first two rounds proceed in alphabetical order by roll call
and the last by show of placards.

Resolution Format Headings:
The title should be centered, and can be as simple as "Draft Resolution". Other
headings include Committee and Topic Area, both of which should be left aligned and
presented below the title.

Body: The resolution is technically a long sentence, with the following rules:
1 The resolution begins with your committee name (look to example).
2

The next section consists of Pre‐ambulatory Clauses that describe the problem
being addressed. Pre‐ destroyed, are essential to promote the idea of greater
security. Thus an important action would be the reconstruction of societies
where conflicts have abated. ambulatory clauses should include references to
past action taken, history of the problem and should offer support to the purpose
of the resolution. Each clause should begin with an italicized phrase and end with
a comma (,).

3

Operative clauses are numbered and state action to be taken by the committee.
These clauses begin with present tense active verbs, which are generally stronger
words than those used in the preamble. Each operative clause is followed by a
semicolon (;), except for the last which ends with a period/full stop (.).

SAMPLE PAPERS
Sample Position Paper

COMMITTEE: Disarmament and International Security Committee
COUNTRY: The Republic of Niger
SCHOOL: The Cathedral and John Connon School
DELEGATES: Abhishek Damani and Kareena Sengupta
TOPIC AREA: Light Missiles and Rocket Propelled Grenades (RPGs)

The problem that illicit small arms and light weapons constitute is well known. There is no
question that Africa is the most affected region when considering the devastation that
small arms aided conflicts have wreaked on communities, societies and states.
CAUSES: Private arms merchants as well as weak and corrupt political and law enforcement
forces have played a particularly negative role in supplying weapons to areas of actual or
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potential conflict, simultaneously creating a black market channel. Moreover some states give
permission to civilians to bear these arms. Missiles and grenades are reasonably priced thus,
making them easily accessible. The unmonitored disposal of stockpiles increases the chances of
these weapons coming in the wrong hands. Moreover lack of state imposed security induces
civilians to possess these weapons for self‐protection.

POLICIES: Niger as such faces no threat within the country from the misuse of RPGs and
light missiles. However the frequent clashes in the northern border and the use of these
weapons in our neighboring countries increases the possibility Niger becoming a transit
point for these weapons. Thus Niger feels it necessary, particularly in our case, to
strengthen the border security and to ensure that no illegal inter‐state transactions,
involving these weapons, are allowed. Niger also supports production and distribution of
these weapons only by the state.
SOLUTIONS:
1. Helping countries assemble and destroy illicit weapons in post conflict
situations. Collection of weapons and destruction, combined with public
awareness campaigns to prove that collected guns are
2. Instead of merely asking people to turn in a weapon for cash that can then easily
be used to purchase a new one, provide jobs, security and assistance.
3. In order to assist countries to control the illicit flow of small arms we must
promote security sector reforms that can better train customs agents, police and
other government agencies in regulating small arms, clearly linked to broader
governance programs that build strong legislative safeguards and institutions
capable of upholding them, are essential to broader peace‐building efforts.
4. Transfers to non‐state actors or unauthorized entities are the catalyst for
violence. An international norm against such transfers is therefore essential and
timely.
5. State border as well as port security must be strengthened to ensure that
the illegal transactions involving these weapons are disabled.
6. Production and distribution of these weapons must be state controlled. Civilians
must not be allowed to carry these arms and its possession must be confined only
to the state's military.
7. There is an urgent need for the mobilization of adequate resources by the
international community in support of these, often poor countries, and regions, as
they struggle to carry out practical programs to prevent and combat illicit trafficking
in these weapons.
CONCLUSION: The global nature of the problem of the illicit trade in small arms and light
weapons requires global cooperation to eradicate it. The only cornerstone for successful
implementation of the plan of action is international co‐operation so as to constitute a
common face to come to end from this threat. "In a word, the problem is as grave as can
be. And we need to act on it with the urgency of a man whose hair is on fire."
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SAMPLE RESOLUTION
The Legal Committee
The Legality and Ethics of Drone Warfare
Authors: Iraq, France (Maximum 2)
Co‐Authors: Bosnia and Herzegovina, United Kingdom (Maximum 2)
Signatories: Turkey, Syria, Brazil, Iran, Brunei, China, Sierra Leone, Tuvalu, Haiti, Hungary,
Chad, Guinea, Ireland, Austria, Paraguay, Tonga, Sweden, Macedonia, New Zealand,
Slovenia, Malawi, Canada, Afghanistan, Palestine, Kyrgyzstan, Nauru, Monaco, Barbados,
Albania, Vanuatu, South Sudan, Honduras, Peru, Eritrea, South Africa, Dominican republic,
Luxemburg, Uzbekistan, Trinidad and Tobago, Morocco, Turkmenistan, Gambia,
The Sixth Committee of the General Assembly,
Noting with zest the recent advancements in technology of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs),
Appreciating the purposes of the Geneva Convention and the UN charter—especially Article
51—in addressing the ethics of warfare,
Recalling the UNESCO declaration on the Responsibilities of the Present generation towards
future generations, and the extant laws, treaties, and binding legal codes entered into by
members of the international communities,
Stressing the precise duty of General Assembly which is "encouraging the progressive
improvement of international law and its codification”,
Stressing the importance of the fact that the voice of all nations regardless of its power or
size of the population,
Affirming the national sovereignty and natural rights of all members of the United Nations,
Emphasizing the importance of considering the economic, environmental and humanitarian
impacts of these codifications and implementations,
Stressing the need for cooperation and support of the Institute of World Affairs and
American Refugee Council International in the realization of these codifications and
implementations,
Emphasizing the importance of Institute of World Affairs in developing education programs
in conflict analysis, cross‐cultural negotiation, research, publications and policy briefings to
enhance practice in war‐to‐peace transitions,
Stressing the importance of eradicating uncertainties on conditions under the international
law and discouraging present bias in implementation on nations,
Stressing the importance of setting a clear distinction in implementing laws between armed
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and unarmed drones and among diverse purposes,
1. Requests the affirmation of a definition of Aerial Territory both national and
international, primarily taking into consideration the altitude, and the operational
range of drones:
a. That the National Aerial Territory be set to the altitude of 50 kilometers above
sea level, noting that this represents the maximum capacity of altitude for both
manned and unmanned vehicle/aircraft,
b. That all nations whose consent is granted to the International court of justice
abandon previous nationally set definitions (such as the Karman line),
c. Recommending future revision of the definition in correlation with technological
advance,
d. for landlocked nations, there should be 18.5 km extended to each side of the
border thereby creating a 37 km no‐fly military air zone, stressing the need for
bilateral consent,
e. That the definition of national aerial territory be separated for flight and
reconnaissance
i.
Commercial and civilian flight will solely be judged with respect to the
altitude
ii.
Reconnaissance will be judged with respect to:
a. Altitude of the drone
b. Operational range of the drone
c. Optic range of the drone
f. That regarding reconnaissance, the UAV may conduct its flight within national
territory so long as its optic range does not spill over other sovereign areas;
g. That the aerial territory above sea with no nationally or privately owned islands
in the operational
range or optic range of drone set by this resolution, be defined as international
aerial territory;
2. Promotes the establishment of an investigative and journalistic force in strong
coordination with the Institute of World Affairs to determine and publicize the
consequences, performance and the efficiency of armed drone usage:
a. Investigation on the nature of casualties ensued,
b. Investigation on further social impact stretching to refugee problems,
c. Investigation on environmental impacts,
d. Investigation on economic impacts,
e. Investigation on public opinion to assess the progression and the present status
of collective security,
f. Investigation of past non‐consented civilian drone assaults;
………….
3. Resolves to remain actively seized on the matter.
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CONTACT US:
The Cathedral & John Connon School
Address: The Cathedral & John Connon School, 6, Purshottamdas
Thakurdas
Marg, Fort, Mumbai – 400‐001, Maharashtra, India.
www.cathedral‐school.com

Office of the Principal –
Mrs. M. Isaacs
+91 22 2200 1282

Office of the Vice Principal –
Mrs. J Mayadas, Mrs. N Samuel
+91 22 2209 3263
7:55 am ‐ 12:30 pm, 1:30 pm ‐ 3:30 pm Monday to Friday

CMUN Coordinator, Anshuma Shah ‐ +919820092500
CMUN Coordinator, Surubhi Saksena‐ +919869655772
Email – coordinator.cmun@cathedral‐school.com
Secretary General, Tansa Shah ‐ +917021223534
Deputy Secretary General, Vedant Nevatia ‐ +919870003302
Email – cathedralmun@cajcs.in
For further details and email addresses please visit our website. Email
ID: cathedralmun@cajcs.in
Website: cathedralmun.com
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/cathedralmun
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